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Villalobos Rescue Center
In regards to the meeting tonight in Westwego, LA, we will be there but
some may be shocked to know that we are actually in support of what
Councilman Green is proposing. Yes, there are a few changes and additions
I'd like to see but if you really think about it, this will also protect the dogs!
Hope to see some of you there tonight.
Like · Comment · Share · May 13
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2,498 people like this.
388 shares
Write a comment...
Villalobos Rescue Center Here's the other option: AN ALL
OUT BAN! And trust me this city could probably easily get it
due to the horrible attack on Miss Henry a couple of months ago.
So you'd better believe I will meet officials "half way" in order to
keep my dogs. Pick and choose your battles people.
Like · Reply · 250 · May 13 at 10:12am
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Tammi Mcquown so if they are doing this for pits it should
be for every dog out there not just one breed that messed up.
Like · Reply · 115 · May 13 at 10:06am
Hide 29 Replies
Villalobos Rescue Center Agreed and that's one of
the things I'm going to propose
Like · 51 · May 13 at 10:14am
Tammi Mcquown that good cuz if i have to pay for
my dogs then the next person should too
Like · 7 · May 13 at 10:17am
Robert Slack I agree as well that seems more like
descrimination towards the breed
Like · 8 · May 13 at 10:18am
Tammi Mcquown yep
Like · 1 · May 13 at 10:19am
Stephanie Neimiller Actually most dog bites occur
with smaller dogs... the pit bull bites are fewer and far
between, but thanks to the media, get the most
attention. People need to know the truth.
Like · 22 · May 13 at 10:31am
Villalobos Rescue Center Agree on all counts!
Like ·

12 · May 13 at 10:31am

Villalobos Rescue Center I think the other issue is
though Pit Bulls may have a lower bite ratio, they are
stronger and the damage more severe. The case of Miss
Henry, both of her arms had to be amputated and I
believe she lost an ear/eye. Small dogs couldn't have
done that, so I completely understand why they're trying
to get a handle on this. But I will propose that it be for
other dogs as well.
Like · 27 · May 13 at 10:35am
Melissa Opiel I agree to the all dog insurance! I think
if it is just applied to pits, it gives another reason to
those who don't understand pits to stand against them.
ALL dogs should be accounted for.
Like · 8 · May 13 at 10:36am
Tammi Mcquown it might sound mean or wrong of
me but what did miss henry do to the dog to make the
dog do that there has to be a reason they are like kids
they just dont attack for no reason
Like · 1 · May 13 at 10:38am
Stephanie Neimiller Working with rescues here in
Atlanta -there are so many beautiful, sweet pities being
PTS... only rescues can pull them due to the fear that they
become abused or used as bait dogs... This breaks my
heart and to think this all started because 20 or so years
ago some idiot took americas family and military dog and
decided to use and abuse for money and greed. It makes
me sick. Anything you can do to set the example VRC...
do it. You know better than anyone and are on the front
lines every day. PS. Thanks for all you do.
Like · 9 · May 13 at 10:39am · Edited
Chat (Off)
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keep my dog safe.
Like · 5 · May 13 at 10:43am
Michelle Duerre' TOTALLY agree with Tia. These are
BIG, powerful dogs. We as owners need to be extra
vigilant, for our dogs safety as well as the public. Owning
a pit is not a responsibility to take lightly. One county in
WA State requires pits be registered and go through a
yearly "temperment and socialization" class, which
ensures owners are keeping and treating their dogs
responsibly. We just have to keep fighting the good fight
for the love of the breed.
Like · 15 · May 13 at 10:50am
Tammi Mcquown michelle i dis agree if one breed
should pay all breed should pay
Like · 1 · May 13 at 11:06am
Lisa Palmer Hing This should be Nation wide!! If more
humans were made to be accountable for their dogs no
matter what breed, then maybe we would have less finger
pointing at certain breeds! I am the momma of a
beautiful American Bulldog/ Mastiff mix that came from a
horrific situation. They would use an electric cattle prod
on him to "try" and make him mean. This pooch has NOT
one ounce of mean in him. In fact he will be starting
training soon to become a therapy dog because he is
THAT gentle!! Keep kicking ass Tia!!! You are awesome!!
Like · 7 · May 13 at 11:12am
Carla Benedict FWIW, you would be surprised at the
damage a small dog can do. We had adopted a blind
Scottie that had been abused. He bit me in the face 3
times, completely unprovoked. I nearly lost my nose and
an eye. I agree that this is a fair measure if applied to
everyone.
Like · 2 · May 13 at 11:50am
Cate McCombs Folks, at the moment it is what it is.
And the harder you fight against showing responsibility
and being able to gather stats and cases from the records
of the responsible and insured/registered owners, the
longer you will let the fools who pass the legislation keep
at the fear factor. It's the same with many areas of life -sometimes you have to work a little harder and be a little
more vigilant to prove your point in the long run. The
more openly responsible the breed owners are, the more
it will shine the light on the irresponsible humans and
NOT the breed itself. Be a step above the rest of the
non-Pit owners and take the Pit rep right up there with
you! Work it from within.
Like · May 13 at 12:32pm
Carol Wright I use to work for a vet. We had a German
Shepard for several weeks for heart worm treatment. He
was so sweet. The day he was going home we had just
finished his bath. He heard his owner and attacked 3 of
the clinic workers! not just pit bulls that attack, and this
shepard was not provoked at all.Of course this type of
attack doesn't make the media.
Like ·

1 · May 13 at 12:39pm

Villalobos Rescue Center Tammi Mcquown Miss
Henry did absolutely nothing wrong except walk into her
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was carrying her little dog in her arms which my guess it that
the 4 Pits got worked up and maybe went after her little dog
and she got caught in the crossfire. These were dogs that
were raised in the house not some chained up junkyard
dogs.
Like · 4 · May 13 at 12:43pm
Muffy Sunde I do think it sets a bad precedent to
target one dog or one breed, because if so, then why not
Cocker Spaniels? And, it will lead to bigger deposits to
rent, etc., etc., etc. more dogs pts in shelters cuz folks
can't afford the insurance. And, standing on principle
does mean something, and that is why Villalobos has the
support it does, cuz you make principled stands. What
about mandator spay/neuter for all, mandatory
spay/neuter for all, outlawing chaining dogs ourside.
etc., etc. Then demand they be enforced. I don't know
much about Louisiana, but doubt that if those laws are in
force that they are seriously enforced. Is this rule going
to be enforced in New Orleans? Would it extend to
Villalobos? What is to protect a rescue from being
bankrupted by this kind of thing?
Like · 1 · May 13 at 4:27pm
Maureen Miller its not always a fair thing but in the
case of protecting the pitbulls... the concern is for the
pitbulls...! we do what we have to, to protect them. this is
the priority battle... take care of this first... worry about
others at another time.
Like · May 13 at 4:56pm
Spirit Whitaker Miss Tia I have followed you, and your
show for 2 seasons now and love you and what you do. I
live in MT and while I do not own a pit my daughter does
in TN. He is a wonderful dog. I write now though because
in reading your comments above my respect for you has
grown even more. Your concern has not only been in
protecting pits but people. Your honesty and truthfulness
on pits and that there can be dangers in the wrong hands
but your care for Miss Henry and people in general is
commending. If all pet owners not just those with pits
were as caring and responsible as you we would have
such a better world. God Bless
Like · 5 · May 13 at 5:46pm
Ann Cleroux All breed of dogs mess up but none
worse than the human breed.
Like · 10 · May 13 at 7:02pm
Annette Rose now my question is... As I understand
we want to make things fair... Why would u want to add
more dogs to a restriction??? thats kinda like saying... Ok
im caught... but a,b,c,d,and e also did this lets get them
in trouble as well... I completely understand if its an
option of no pitbulls or this... OBVIOUSLY we pick this...
but why add more dogs to an already shity situation?
Like · 2 · May 14 at 2:17am
Mary Perry Are they also willing to make dog fighting
and gambling on dog fighting a felony?
Like · 3 · May 15 at 1:09pm
Candice Lowery I do not think this should be
supported at all. If they are requiring insurance they
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their pit bulls, Councilman Green’s goal is to make it more
expensive for residents to own the breed. Mayor Johnny
Shaddinger claims responsible owners will have no problems
with the proposed ordinance and the new regulations.
Under the proposal, owners must “install” microchips in their
dogs to “track them if they escape.” Breeding pit bulls will be
banned, and the dogs must be spayed or neutered. If not
confined to backyards, the dogs must be muzzled and must
be walked on leashes no longer than 4 feet. Licensing fees
haven’t been set, but the punishment for violating the
ordinance could include up to six months in jail and a fine of
up to $500."
http://blessthebullys.wordpress.com/2013/04
/11/westwego-la-proposes-new-pit-bull-restrictions/
Westwego, LA proposes new pit bull
restrictions
blessthebullys.wordpress.com
Officials in Westwego, Louisiana are
amending the city's pit bull ordinance to
m... See More
Like ·

6 · May 15 at 9:43pm

Candice Lowery We need to propose better laws (or
enforcement of exhisting laws) for all dog owners. For
example leash laws, nontethering laws, mandatory
insurance, permits to breed, etc... We also need harsher
punishments for dog owners. An owner should be solely
responsible for all costs associated with a dog bite (on
human or animal). There should be harsher punishments
for people that have had a dog that has attacked more
than once, or has owned multiple dogs that have
attacked. There should be harsher penalties for dog
fighters/animal abusers as well.
Like · 1 · May 15 at 9:47pm
Vicky Carr Collins I've been a supporter for a long
time. I've sent donations when I could. Supporting any
type of BSL is a slippery slope and if it has the name of
Villalobos as a supporter.....wow....I am really
disappointed:(
Like · 5 · May 19 at 9:59am
Karen Delise Villalobos - Sorry, but truth is: You, nor
I, really have any idea how these dogs were treated. All
we know is that they were obviously being bred, and
from the looks of the house, it is very tiny. There is
nothing to indicate these dogs were "family" pets.
Additionally, the only case of a dog bite related fatality in
Westwego was by a long-haired dog. There was NO talk
of BSL towards that "breed," and that involved a death. So
why would you agree with BSL after this incident?
Like · 2 · May 19 at 11:22am · Edited
Teresa Mac I absolutely agree that the existing laws
are not enforced. Spay/neuter and leash laws need to be
aggressively enforced. As for the incident in Westwego, I
do believe those dogs were used as money-makers and
having that number of dogs and puppies in one house
was an explosive situation. I've had larger dogs try to get
at a small dog while I was holding it. If I hadn't made it
obvious in the past that I was the BIG DOG, something
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bite incidents?
Like · May 20 at 8:54am
Write a reply...
Matt Elrod insurance is a minor thing to be able to keep your
dog. If you have a car you are "forced" to have insurance, why
not have it with all dogs/
Like · Reply · 45 · May 13 at 10:07am
Villalobos Rescue Center replied · 18 Replies
Kristie Wood If this is only for pit bulls then it's BSL. If you're
supporting BSL in this instance you're paving the way for
more. Bad idea.
Like · Reply · 39 · May 13 at 10:13am
Villalobos Rescue Center I'm actually proposing it be
done for other dogs as well
Like · 13 · May 13 at 10:16am
Jerilyn Maruzzella Thats only fair. It should be for all
dogs.
Like · 2 · May 13 at 10:21am
Toni Ghi-Ramsey thats why we love you Tia
Like · 1 · May 13 at 10:23am
Cindy Ruud IF it is for all dogs, the cost should drop
as well.
Like · 1 · May 13 at 11:02am
Leigh Layson If one breed has to have it, ALL breeds
should have to have it. And that includes the cute little
toy breeds.
Like · 11 · May 13 at 12:08pm
Kristie Wood It should ESPECIALLY include the toy
breeds.
Like · 1 · May 13 at 1:02pm
Julia Martori I agree it should be done for dogs in
general. How many children have had their faces torn off
by chihuauas. Nonetheless, while we are fighting BSL, we
have to do whatever it takes to protect our pits.
Like · 2 · May 13 at 1:19pm
Amy Conrad if you are PROPOSING it for other dogs,
why are you supporting it the way its written now, as
your post stated? Badly worded post, you can't blame
anyone for wondering and asking for clarification...
Like · 1 · May 20 at 5:31pm · Edited
Write a reply...
John Foster If its a bill to FORCE people to get insurance for
pitbulls I'd be 100% against it
Like · Reply · 27 · May 13 at 10:04am via mobile
Hide 13 Replies
Diane Grady Me too
Like ·
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6 · May 13 at 10:15am

Rochelle Shoaf Why just pitbulls? German sheppards
bite...so do small dogs...so why are the pits being forced?
and what if someone doesn't rent and they own their
home...that says renters only? I am glad that PA does not
ban pits or attempt to...in my neighborhood everyone
here owns a pit...and our dogs are wonderful...no bites,
no dog fights
Like · 7 · May 13 at 10:19am
Jeannette Perdue Kelly or they can be Colorado and
will exterminate them..do your homework before u open
ignorance
Like · May 13 at 10:27am
Jeannette Perdue Kelly I support
Like · May 13 at 10:28am
Stephanie Neimiller Actually most dog bites occur
with smaller dogs... the pit bull bites are fewer and far
between, but thanks to the media, get the most
attention. People need to know the truth.
Like · 5 · May 13 at 10:33am
Jamie Mount Stephanie, that may or not be true,
however the difference is the severity. My SON was bitten
in the face by a terrier, he just wound up with a few
stiches. If one of my bullies did that, they'd take off half
his face.
Money for the insurance is worth keeping your pet, and
having peace of mind.
Like · 5 · May 13 at 11:56am
Leigh Layson I have no problem with insurance to
cover if your pet bites someone. But I don't think we
should discriminate based on size. Small dogs can be
even more territorial and aggressive than their larger
cousins but they get a free pass because they aren't as
scary.
Like · 11 · May 13 at 12:11pm
Dana Sparks I have little dogs and if some one come
to harm me they would be hurt. People stop hating PIT
BULLS!!!! they have just as much right to live. & to be lov
ed !!!!!!
Like · 1 · May 13 at 12:24pm
Kirstan Sanders Mandatory breed specific insurance
is a defacto ban. You will either not be able to afford it or
it will not be offered. Period. So, that leaves getting rid of
your dogs. Why is this hard to see? Do NOT give in.
Like · 5 · May 13 at 2:05pm
Julie Busa Any way you look at it, ban or no ban, it's
BSL and should be opposed. Not everyone can afford the
insurance. So they require the insurance, a responsible
owner with a dog that's had NO incidents can't afford the
insurance so the dog is????
Like · 1 · May 19 at 1:44pm
Stephanie Stevie Ihmaid If Pitts need bite insurance
then all dogs need it. Fact. Some dogs bite. They just do.
My chi-weenie has never even snapped... but... if the
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being in Gretna, if they had railroaded a ban on Pitts it would
have effected everything. Thank you Tia. For trying to keep It
fair.
Like · 1 · May 20 at 2:45am
Julie Gleason Priorities folks.....pride because some is
making you do something or keeping your loyal dog??
NO choice.
Like · May 20 at 6:56am
Write a reply...
Matt Elrod John, what if the alternative is to ban Pit Bulls?
Like · Reply ·

2 · May 13 at 10:07am

Villalobos Rescue Center replied · 7 Replies
Emily Austin If it forbids people from breeding I am all for it
Like · Reply ·

38 · May 13 at 10:05am via mobile

Todd Mcgarvey And what happens if u can't afford it? You
loose your dog? Your freedom? I usually agree with you but
this is a terrible idea!! How does this protect the dog?
Like · Reply · 32 · May 13 at 10:06am via mobile
5 Replies
Rachele Ann You are either anti-BSL or not. Anti-BSL means
ANTI BSL. You should not bend over to appease anyone.
Anytime you accept a compromise in these issues, such as when
Bad Rap co-authored AB 861 to allow breed-specific MSN, you
continue to perpetuate the idea that Pit Bulls are so different
from other breeds that they should be treated differently. I'm sad
you are taking the easy way out.
Like · Reply · 28 · May 13 at 1:15pm
Rachele Ann *SB 861
Like · May 13 at 1:37pm
Miranda Burnett I had no idea that Bad Rap was
involved in that. Wow. Thanks for posting this.
Like · 3 · May 13 at 9:20pm
Virginia Kelly Same here.
Like · May 19 at 4:54pm
Write a reply...
Michelle Pritchett Ban the people, not the breed
Like · Reply ·

25 · May 13 at 10:04am

Charles Moore I would like to see Pomeranian or Chihuahua
insurance since them lil suckers bite more people than
pitbulls do. Just saying.
Like · Reply ·

25 · May 13 at 10:17am via mobile

Harris Tammy I 2nd that i ve been bitten by those lil
monster also min pins they r crazy too
Like · May 13 at 12:06pm
Cate McCombs LOL! I have a min-pin and yes, he can
have an attitude and is often full-tilt bozo! The terriers of
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acceptable from any dog of any size.
Like · 1 · May 13 at 12:37pm
Write a reply...
Dawn Chako Capitulating to BSL isn't something I personally
agree with. Breed specific insurance requirements usually end
up being a defacto ban, for example.
Like · Reply · 25 · May 13 at 5:30pm
Bill Van Orman I completely Disagree. If there is going to be
insurance then it should be for all breeds. Pit Bull insurance
openly and admittedly labels our dogs as dangerous and gives
those who want to ban our breed evidence later down the line
that our dogs cannot be trusted.
Like · Reply · 25 · May 13 at 10:12am
2 Replies
Andrea Johnson Ridiculous and I cant believe Villalobos
would support this. And my response to "what about an
outright ban" is "whatever happened to outright fighting" this
type of legislation?! C'mon people, you give an inch and they
take a mile, you admit the APBT ... See More
Like · Reply · 23 · May 13 at 2:16pm
Andrea Johnson Not to mention, the people that
would actually buy the stupid insurance are likely
owners who would never let their dogs be in a position to
bite a person.
Like · 10 · May 13 at 4:52pm
Karen Delise Collette, well said! I agree completely.
Like · May 19 at 11:07am
Write a reply...
Emily Sieger requiring an ADDITIONAL cost to own a dog (any
dog) will result in more dogs being surrendered... and killed.
$200 is nothing to sneeze at... and may be more than being
struggling to keep their family and their pets together. This is a
common consequence of such rule. Didn't VRC move to NoLA
precisely to HELP the disadvantaged pet owners there? Now they
support a policy that will HURT these people
Like · Reply · 21 · May 13 at 5:33pm
3 Replies
Collette Solinger Davis Many people have fought, for many
years, to end BSL, in all forms, including requiring special
insurance. Ohio, up until last year, was the only state that had
statewide BSL. We fought it. We won. Times are changing, and to
see someone whom I once cons... See More
Like · Reply · 20 · May 13 at 6:22pm via mobile
Deb Hodgson Berard Are you sure it's a 'small cost'? Most
insurance companies will increase home insurance by $1700
or more for a Pit Bull type dog. (or any of the 10 dogs on their
'dangerous list'.
Like · Reply · 20 · May 13 at 10:05am
Chat (Off)
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Toni Ghi-Ramsey Now if we can get Home owners Insurance
Companies to accept the pit Bull breed at these costs it would
be a win, win, situation.
Like · Reply · 18 · May 13 at 10:05am
8 Replies
Rachele Ann What's really disturbing is how many of these
sheeple haven't yet understood that this image is an AD for
Einhorn insurance. Tia is supporting mandatory insurance for Pit
Bull owners because she thinks it's the only way to avoid a ban.
The simple minde... See More
Like · Reply · 16 · May 13 at 7:19pm
4 Replies
Tammy Olson Don't agree. It's starting a bad precedence,
stronlgly implying that pits are "bad" dogs needing insurance.
And what about the many good owners who can't afford the
insurance? Dogs will be confiscated and euthanized.
Like · Reply · 17 · May 13 at 10:30am
10 Replies
Melissa Opiel Hello, there, from TN. As many of you may
know, Tennessee just tried to pass a bill to require insurance
for our pit bulls here. What frightens me about this, is that if they
pass a requirement for pit bull insurance, and THEN decide to
pass the ban on... See More
Like · Reply · 16 · May 13 at 10:41am
Michelle Norah For those of you who think its ok "if the dog
is a certain size" have you ever actually received a BITE? (As in
not a nip, a bite that requires medical attention.)
I had a 35 pound dog (a rare breed spaniel) attempt to remove
two fingers on my hand. ... See More
Like · Reply · 15 · May 14 at 10:28am via mobile
Tanya Thornton A cocker spaniel almost took my
daughter's bottom lip off. It required 46 stitches from
inside to the outside. It was an unprovoked attack on my
baby. The police deemed the dog vicious and said she
had to be put down or removed from city limits. I
su... See More
Like · 1 · May 20 at 1:52am · Edited
Write a reply...
John Foster Tammi I agree 100% you all are looking at this
the wrong way. The govt should not be a able to force you to
purchase this for a specific breed. You will be opening a slippery
slope for variances of BSL
Like · Reply · 15 · May 13 at 10:08am via mobile
2 Replies
Laura Eakes I would gladly pay $200 a year for my dog no
matter the breed. Sorry folks a pet is a responsibility if you
cannot afford what amounts to less than $20 a month then you
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14 · May 13 at 10:12am

Nichole Mitchell $200 a year is nothing to allow your dog to
live with you
Like · Reply · 14 · May 13 at 10:06am via mobile
3 Replies
Amanda Watkins This isn't *pet* insurance, folks. This is a
liability insurance that singles out ONE breed. Rather than
putting forward a NON-BREED SPECIFIC dangerous dog law, this
is rolling over and submitting in a fight to PROTECT this breed. It
is *still* BREE... See More
Like · Reply · 13 · May 13 at 7:17pm
4 Replies
Jenai Herod It should be mandatory that our pitties can be
insured affordably ... especially since very rarely do these
dogs bite a human they are specifically bred NOT to be human
aggressive . Its only when irresponsible owners neglect or abuse
them as is true for every breed treated poorly . And I like that
they insist on not breeding them . We have too many being
murdered daily now
Like · Reply · 11 · May 13 at 10:09am
Denise Walling Exactly and the politicians know this
,not sure why people are not seeing what really is
going on here.
Like · May 13 at 11:38am
Write a reply...
Audie Chavira A responsible pit bull owner does not NEED
insurance; an irresponsible pit bull owner WON'T insure their
dog.
Like · Reply · 10 · May 13 at 2:29pm
Mohamed Younes I'm sorry Tia but your wrong on this. This
should apply to breeds. This breed specific . So in fact it is
BSL.
Like · Reply · 11 · May 13 at 1:22pm via mobile
Randy Perlman Pauley People get dogs cause they are cute
not thinking of the cost. That's why there are problems. Hope
it keeps the irresponsible a$$holes from owning!!
Like · Reply · 11 · May 13 at 10:05am via mobile
2 Replies
John Richardson This doesn't protect anything but trial
lawyers' cash flow. Bad move.
Like · Reply · 10 · May 13 at 7:35pm
Robin Hutton I work with rescue and I've seen more bites
from chihuahuas then I've ever seen from any other dog. Btw, I
have two chihuahuas and and a grand dog chihuahua and they
are not biters because I raised them right. They are happy to see
people. Pits always ... See More
Like · Reply · 10 · May 13 at 10:33am via mobile
Cate McCombs FWIW, I spent many (too many) years
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cane corsos, dobes, rotties, and two other breeds that escape me
right now PLUS (get... See More
Like · Reply · 10 · May 13 at 10:24am
Rachele Ann Our dogs deserve better than this. They deserve
people who will FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT and not just give up or
give in when they think the odds are stacked against them. This
is sick and I'm sad that anyone is so blinded by fame (the only
excuse I can think of) to support this in any way or be FOOLED
into thinking it's actually helping.
Like · Reply · 8 · May 13 at 4:42pm
2 Replies
Tina Rutledge Any breed that's known to bite should have
insurance..if you can't afford the fee you shouldn't have the
dog..emergency vet visits cost more..
Like · Reply · 8 · May 13 at 10:14am via mobile
5 Replies
Emily Sieger very very bad. Capitulation NEVER wins in the
end. It only allows the continued notion that pit bulls must be
set apart. And once you go there, there is never an end. We are
seeing RIGHT NOW a new effort in California to allow cities to
ban pit bul... See More
Like · Reply · 8 · May 13 at 2:00pm
Michelle Norah There is NO compromise on this... It is a VERY
VERY VERY easy gateway to complete BSL... Without ever
calling it a breed ban.
What happens when the "state mandated" insurance is $250 per
dog per month? $300? $500?
Who is going to dictate to the insurance companies the amount
they charge for coverage?
Like · Reply · 8 · May 14 at 11:38am via mobile
Brian Felts I usually agree with you but this is bullshit. I love
my pit bulls but ill be damned if I'm going to shell out an
expense that other dog owners don't have too
Like · Reply · 8 · May 13 at 12:00pm via mobile
Permethious Thewolfdog I hate the fact that they are trying
to impose another way to collect money from already
struggling people. It's not the responsible ones who license, fix,
socialize and keep the shots up to date on their dogs, who cause
any of the problems. I think th... See More
Like · Reply · 8 · May 13 at 11:57am
Curtis Pollard Sr. How come we have to fight for a breed of
dog instead of better owners? its like people are scared to
take the battle to the owners! they sure as shit weren't afraid to
take the fight to Mike Vick! hmmm!! seems fishy to me!! i live
around fools who like... See More
Like · Reply · 8 · May 13 at 11:36am
Heather Adkins I shouldn't have to single out my pitt and not
my ankle bitter who is 10 times more likely to bite you.
Discrimination at it's best. My dogs are 10 and 11 and have
never bit anyone.... however i have been bit by a poodle a cocker
spaniel and a chiuau... See More
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Alicia Anderson-Armstrong I don't really agree with the no
biting someone because I think it should depend on why the
dog bit someone, if was fearful for its life and scared then that
shouldn't be held against them. I would bite the crap outta
someone to if I thought they were trying to hurt me or take my
life.
Like · Reply · 7 · May 13 at 10:17am via mobile
2 Replies
Troy Way This penalizes responsible owners and does
nothing to irresponsible owners who will simply ignore it and
keep on being the douchebags they always have been...
Like · Reply · 8 · May 13 at 10:15am
Cathy Chaney I don't understand people who complain they
cannot afford it. Can you afford to care for your dog if they
need to go to the vet? Can you afford to pay medical expenses if
your dog bites someone? I think this is great. Keeps owners
responsible.
The only thing I disagree with is it it for pits only. Insurance is to
protect your family. Not sure about you but my family is my kids
AND my dogs.
Like · Reply · 8 · May 13 at 10:11am via mobile
7 Replies
Bethany Krylowicz I have insurance on my Pitt and Boston
and its like 15.00 a mounth and ny homeowners doesn't
charge me high because I have 2,dogs on the dangerous list
because my dogs are insured
Like · Reply · 8 · May 13 at 10:10am via mobile
Amanda Olson I think we as pitbull owners have the right to
choose. We got 3 pits 2 boxers and 2 wennies. Our wennies
will bit if they dont know you. My pits will lick you to death. Its
not right to put it on one breed....pits are good...so i vote NO.....
Like · Reply · 8 · May 13 at 10:09am via mobile
2 Replies
Tom Dibenedetto WOW never thought I'd hear Villaobos side
with BSL!!! It is just wrong to accept any form of BSL. I would
get insurance to keep my dog, but I SHOULD NOT HAVE TO
MAKE THAT DESICION. I guess the insurance lobby is more
powerful than the pet owners. I dont live in CA, but if this
passes, I see it spreading.
Like · Reply · 7 · May 14 at 12:30pm
Lauri Ledford Number one I have to beautiful Pit Bulls.
licenses and up to date shots..And can afford them and more
if i chose!! Its not about the $$$$...It discriminates...could even
call it racism of your choice if dog breed!!! Mine are
social...people and child f... See More
Like · Reply · 7 · May 13 at 12:39pm via mobile
Kristy Potter Meyers Then all breeds should have to be
insured! It's not just pit bulls that bite or attack! My daughter
was bit by a chow when she was little and had to have 40
stitches in her head! And I've been bit by a couple chihuahuas in
my day!
Like · Reply · 6 · May 13 at 10:54am via mobile
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the dog(s). Same with the chow, if it was before they were
added to the banned list.
Like · May 13 at 12:58pm
Write a reply...
Pam Barnes I rescued a blue pit, he's such a baby. I have a
son in wheel chair, he's extra gentle taking treats from him.
He is great with our old chihuahua . And our younger boxer, but
the older FM boxer is another story. Thy don't click, but its
usually my boxe... See More
Like · Reply · 7 · May 13 at 10:49am
Rachel Costa This insurance will prevent owners from
breeding pit bull. There is your law for the ones
running loose. No more lives being brought into this
world means more help for the ones already here
Like · 1 · May 13 at 11:08am
Write a reply...
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